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ABSTRACT 
The 	purpose 	of this work is to develop 	a 	better 
understanding of the diffraction characteristics of the 
diffractive optical elements used as multiplexing elements in 
proposed schemes for coherent beam additions in the infrared 
region of the spectrum. Significant progress has been made in 
investigating the appropriate configurations of the diffractive 
optical elements for various beam addition schemes. A new 
analytical model needed to study the diffraction characteristics 
of one such binary metallic grating elements has been developed. 
STATEMENT OF WORK 
The 	purpose 	of this work is to a 	develop 	better 
understanding of the diffraction characteristics of the 
diffractive optical elements used as multiplexing elements in 
proposed schemes for coherent beam additions in the infrared 
region of the spectrum. Significant progress has been made in 
the short duration of the project. The appropriate configurations 
of the diffractive optical elements for various beam addition 
schemes are investigated. The analytical tools needed to study 
the diffraction characteristics of such multiplexing elements are 
explored and a new analytical model to analyze one such element 
is developed. 
One particular scheme for coherent beam addition has been 
extensively investigated. In this scheme, two IR laser beams are 
incident symmetrically on a metallic binary grating. The grating 
period and the angle of incidence are such that the first 
diffracted order of each beam is strongly reflected in the same 
direction normal to the grating plane. In addition, the second 
diffracted order of each of the two beams is weakly reflected 
back into the direction of its own incident beam. As a result, 
the two strongly reflected (diffracted) first orders will be 
combined coherently. The two second order diffracted beams are 
not lost and will be used in the laser cavity. In this scheme, 
the angle of incidence is the second Bragg angle of the grating, 
that is, sine the angle of incidence is equal to the incident 
light wavelength to the grating period ratio. light wavelength. 
To 	analyze this configuration for the binary grating 
element, a model has been developed to determine the diffraction 
characteristics of perfectly conducting binary gratings. The 
model is applicable to arbitrary grating (period, depth, and 
aspect ratio) and arbitrary incident wave (wavelength, angle of 
incidence, and polarization). The model is relatively simple and 
is easily implemented on digital computers. Execution time is 
very fast (less than one second per point). The model is tested 
by reproducing the results obtained in previous work for limiting 
cases. Excellent agreements are obtained. A manuscript 
describing the new model and the results obtained for the 
diffraction characteristics of general perfectly conducting 
binary gratings is being prepared for publication in the Journal 
of the Optical Society of America. 
The developed model is applied to the diffractive optical 
element proposed in the scheme described above for coherent 
addition. Here the diffraction characteristics of the grating 
element is determined for each of the two incident beams 
independently. 	These diffracted fields are combined assuming in 
phase condition. 	It is found that the two beams can be 
coherently combined in the direction of the first diffracted 
order with the appropriate grating element configuration. 
Unfortunately, the intensities of the two second diffracted 
orders are found to be significantly larger than desired, and 
that may cause instability problems in the two laser cavities. 
The study is for both TE and TM polarizations and for several 
angle of incidence / grating period configurations. 
It is planned to continue the work to determine whether it 
is possible to reduce the second order diffraction by using a 
different binary grating configuration. The development of a new 
model that allows for the finite conductivity of the metallic 
gratings and for more practical gratings where a metallic film is 
deposited on periodic dielectric substrate is also planned. The 
model would be more accurate if the two laser cavities are 
included in the analysis. The relative spatial phase shift 
between the two incident beams is an important factor and it will 
significantly affect the diffraction characteristics of the 
binary grating element. This phase shift will also be included in 
the new model. Other schemes for coherent beam addition will be 
explored, and the new binary grating configurations will be 
investigated. 
